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A view from the top of U-Hall

Graduate Scholarship
Seventeen students were
awarded $1,500 scholarships to
pursue graduate study thisfall at
Cal State, San Bernardino.
They are: Kim-Yen Lam,LarTy
Pena, Kathleen Crivello, Sylvia
Deporto-Plick, James Curbow,
Nancy Parham, John Garcia,
Sandra Magana, Luis Bohon,
Paula
Snyder,
Debra
Waits.Winfred Scott, Margaret
Hughes, Christina Castro, Lorri
Aguilera,GuillenninaGarzaand
Maribel Garcia.

by Dave Beyer
Sports Informatbn Director

The Cal Stale, San Bernar
dino men's soccer team claimed
the California Collegiate Athletic
Association championship Nov. 1
by virtue of its 3-0 victory over
Chapman University. CSUSB also
defeated Cal Poly Pomona,5-1 on
Oct 30 and tied the University of
Nevada-Las Vegas team, 0-0 in
overtime on Nov. 3 in the regular
season finale.
The Coyotes finished the
CCAA conference schedule with
an 8-2record, a 15-3-2 ledger over
all. CSUSB will now, with an au-

A pool tournament will be
held at die Student Union. Fri
day at 5 p.m.
The fee fw participation is $5.
The champion will win a tripfor
two to Catalina. The runner-up
will win two tickets for the Los
Angeles Raiders football game
Nov. 17.

CSUSB diving

Brown to speak
An open forum with Con
gressman GecffgeBrown is Nov.
9 at the Highland Branch Li
brary, 11 a.m. to noon, and at
Foniana City Hall in the Council
Chamber, 1-2 p.m.

AAUW deadlines near
The American Association of
University Women provides
grants and fellowships for se
lected i»x>fessions. Meterscan
didates in architecture,computer
science, engineering and math/
statistics have until Dec. 15 to
file applications. For more infcmnatitm call Mary Colacurio
at 880-5008.

Men's soccer
wins CCAA;
NCAA next
CSUSB opponent
in post-season play
announced Sunday

Pool Tournament

Cal State, San Bernardino,
will be hosting the first swim
ming and diving competition of
the year Saturday, 11 a.m. - 2
p.m. The team consists of 12
women and 13 men. The Coy
otes will beintroducing. Chance
Williams, the first diver in the
history of CSUSB
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STEVEN JENNINGS/ The Chronicle

This is a view of the Pfau Library, taker) from the roof of the soon-to-be completed University Hall. As the
University's latest building project draws to an end, two more structures are getting underway.. See story
on page 3.

D+ rating
Pritchard blasts Press-Enterprise survey
by Steven Jennings
Chronicle photography director

Dr. Jerrold Pritchard,asso
ciate vice jwesident for academic
programs at Cal State, San Ber
nardino, said in an interview
this week that a recent story
giving CSUSBa D+ rating was
a "major blow to the univer
sity."
Pritchard called the analy
sis by Riverside Press-Enter
prise education reptMtCT Jack
Robinson a "damning" article
based on "misguided" findings.

"I cannot see how anyone
could think CSUSB is undeserving
of high grades," Pritchard said in
an interview with the Chronicle.
Surveying the list, which is re
printed on page 3, Pritchard ex
pressed the view that some of the
"top-rated universities on the list
are a fraud."
Pritchard said that the article
is a topic of considerable discus
sion on theCSUSBcampus among
both faculty and students. Some
students, he said, are even won
dering if theirdegree from CSUSB
will be "worth anything" when
they graduate. Pritchard was ada

mant about trying to dispel any
such concerns, noting ^at the
quality of the educational expe
rience at Cal State campuses
such as CSUSB is "unques
tioned."
Among the universities
ranked highest in Robinson's
study were ClaremontMcKenna College, Mills Col
lege in Oakland, Pepperdine
University in Malibu, USC and
Whittier College. A few re
ceived an A+ from Robinson,
including Pomona College and
See RANK, page 3

'These guys
deserved this. They
worked hard all year
and this is their
reward"
-Carios Juarez,
men's soccer coach

tomatic bid to the NCAA Div. II
playoffs, await the post-season
pairings due to be announced Sun
day.
The win over Cal Poly
Pomona, coupled with CSU,
Bakersfield's victory over seccmd
place Cal Poly San Luis Obispo,
moved the Coyotes ahead in the
CCAA race by a single point All
that was needed was a win over
Ch^man to clinch the first con
ference title in the school's histffly.
The task was easier said than
done, however. Chapman, which
has given the conference leaders
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Rank: Associate V.P. says it was a 'damning article'
Continued from page 1

"This is a good school, better

Stanford University.
At the bottom of Robinson's
list wwe the D- schools, among
-Jerrold Prichard, associate vice president lor academic programs
them Point Urnia University, San
Jose State University, Pacific
Christian College in Fullerton and
and Cal St^ University, Long
library to students was 92 (irems
of educational quality."
Beach. Most of the universities in
According to Robinson, per student) in the5.7lh percentile
the CSU system received a grade
—the percentage of students
CSUSB's ranking in each of the
ofCorD. Cal Slate, Northridge,
that
graduate
within five years was
seven measures is as follows:
received a D+, as did Cal State,
—average SAT scOTe was839 22 (pCTcent) in the1.5th percentile
Hayward. Cal Sttue, Fullerton,
—the average size of an imin the 1.7ih percentile
received a D. Among the univer
—faculty pay was 90 (on a dergraduate class was 30 in the
sities receiving a C "grade" were
scaleof 100) in the 68th percentile 79th percentile.
Cal State, Dominguez Hills, and
P^entiles arebasedupon the
—the percentage of faculty
Cal State, Chico.
members with doctorates was 98 number of survey participants that
In his article, which appeared
scored below the mentioned sub
percent in the 79th percentile
Sunday, Robinson said "each cam
—the faculty to student ratio ject If CSUSB scored in the 50th
pus was assigned a quality rating
was 20 (students per faculty mem percentile in a given area, that
and resulting letter gi^e based on
would mean 50 percent of theoth^
ber) in the 7lh percentile
its average percentile ranking in
—the ratio of books in the schools scored lower than CSUSB.
seven commonly-used measures

than most CSUs."

i

Name

Tultien Rating Gnide

Azusa Pacific U
Biola 11, l.a Mirada
Cal. Baptist 0, Riverside
CaiTech, Pasadena
Cal. Lutheran U. Thousand Oaks

$9,400
9,902
t>.46U
14,308
9,950

32.6
40.9
40.3
78.9
35.0

D
C
0
A
D+

Cal. Polytechnic U, Pomona •
Cal. Polytechnic U, San Luis Obisbo
CSU Bakersfieid
CSU Chico
CSU Dominguez Hills, Carson

1,012
1,183
. 1,068
1,076
1,027

31.9
49.2
44.8
38.1
40.8

D
B
BC
C

Ocddentai C, Los Angeles
Pacific Christian C, Fullerton
Pacific Union C, Angwin
Pepperdine U, Malibu
Pitzer C, Claremont
Pt. Loma Nazarene C, San Diego
Pomona C, Claremont
St. Mary's C of California, Moraga
San Diego Slate U
San Francisco State U

CSU Fresno
CSU Fullerton
CSU Hayward
CSU Long Beach
CSU Los Angeles
CSU Northridge
CSU Sacramento
CSU San Bernardino
CSU Stanislaus, Turtock
Chapman U, Orange

1,062
1,108
1,051
1,051
1,055
1,128
1,060
1,071
1,062
12,625

36.3
24.9
35.1
24.7
44.5

CD
D+
DBD+
D
D+
B
C

San Jose State U
Santa Clara U
Scripps C, Claremont
Simpson C, Redding
Sonoma State U, Rohnert Park
Southern California C, Costa Mesa
Stanford U
U.S. International U, San Diego
UC Berkeley
UC Davis

Christ C Irvine
Christian Heritage C, El Cajon .
Ciaremont-McKenna C, Claremont
C of Notre Dame, Belmont
Dominican C of San Rafael

8,790
. 6,505
14,810
10,166
10,164

22.1
29.2
89.7
46.6
50.6

Fresno Pacific C
Harvey Mudd C, Claremont
Holy Names C. Oakland
Humboldt State U, Areata
La Siena U, Riverside
Loyola Maryn'.ount U, Los Angeles
Master's C, Santa Clatita
Menlo C. Athertpn
Mills C, Oakland
• Mt, St. Mary's C, Los Angeles

8,356
14,910
9,116
1,095
9,975

42.9
79.0
41.5
40.0
55.5

11,411
6,950
12,390
13,740
10,240

52.9
26.6
39.0
65.8
55.3

35.3
25.8
34.7
47.6
40.4

DD
A+
B
B
C+
A
0
0
B+
B

D
C
A
B+

Name

UC Irvine
UC Los Angeles
UC Riverside
UC San Diego
UC Santa Barbara

Tuttion Rating Grade

$14,784
5.200
9,585
15,290
16,380

81.1
24.0
77.0
81.1

A
D0,
A
A

7,920
14,930
11,036
1,118
1,052

22.7
93.4
42.5
38.4
23.2

DA+
C+
C
D-

1,180
11,271
14,800
6,380
1,096
7,788
15.102
9,705
2,679
2,430

24.8
71.7
85.2
37.8
38.5
26.4
91.1
37.9
77.0
50.1

DA
A
C
C

2,524
2,336
2,373
2,463
2,418

53.4
58.9
57.9
49.6
44.8

2,573
UC Santa Cruz
11,165
U of La Verne
14,295
U of Redlands
11,740
U of San Diego
.11,040
U of San Francisco
U of Southern California, Los Angeles 15,300
14,480
U of the Padfic, Stockton
9,000
West Coast U, Los Angeles
12,070
Westmon; C, Santa Barbara
14,552
Whittier C

o

D
A+
C
A
B
B
B+
B+
B
B-

C
40.5
35.2 . D+
59.5 AA60.2
B+
55.3
75.7
A
B
48.9
D
31.8
B
52.6
62.4
A

Pritchard said the survey is
invalid and statistically incarect
One reason for this, according to
Pritchard, is that as far as CSUSB's
rating is concerned, the figures
used for the calculations are out
dated.
He cited an example of the
use of outdated figures at CSUSB
by recalling adisagreement he had
with Don Kajcienski, former asso
ciate vice principal for enrollment
services. Pritchard expressed his
concerns to Kajcienski about the
useof outdated statistics in repots
to collegiate surveys. He said that
Don told him the infomation was
not worth all the time needed to
update them each year.
Robinson addressed these
types of problems in his article.
"Numerical rankings are also sub
ject to error when colleges
misreport - intentionally or othwwise - their figures. And many
common measuresof quality, such
as student - faculty ratio, are sub
ject to varying intopretations that
make fair comparisons all but im
possible," he said.
Robinson said he used a sur
veying technique similar to that
used by magazines who publish
college ratings on a regular basis.
Firet, he gathered information from
Peterson's guide (a data source for
major university characteristics)
and from the college board. He
then entered these figures into a
spreadsheet program utilizing
"multiple regression" (a method
of using quality measurements to
predict costs) and obtained the per
centile rankings for each of the
seven measures. The measures
were then averaged together and
assigned a letter grade based upon
the average's corresponding per
centile ranking.
"On the poorly showing local
campuses, I confirmed the infwmation by contacting each school's
public information office,"
Robinson told the Chronicle.
"I doubt Jack called all the
universities. . . There aren't that
GREG HESTER/The Press-6n»fpnse
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STEVEN JENNINGS/ The Chronicle

many hours in the day," said
Pritchard in a separate interview.
Pritehard criticized the type
of question typically used to ob
tain the information. He said the
U.S. News and World Report cal
culated the measurement of how
satisfied alumni arc with their alma
mater by researching the percent
age of a school's alumni who con
tribute to the university's
fundraisers. Pritchard said these
types of questions lead to com
parisons of "apples and oranges".
Robinson mentioned other
factors that are not considered by
the surveyors, but may be impor
tant to students and their families.
"These include special academic
strengths, location, church affilia
tion and social environment," he
said.
Pritchard says that he and
other CSUSB administrators are
preparing a formal rebuttal to
Robinson's article.
'The nature of California pub
lic education is to give everyone a
chance," he said. "This is a good
school, better than the majority of
CSU's."

Pipe bomb found near building under construction
a 6- to 8-inch length of half-inch up to the statitm," saidEdHarrison,
metal pipe capped on both ends. A director of Public Safety, "for ob
by Steven Jennings
hole
was drilled in the middle of vious reasons..."
Chronicle photography director
Campus police requested the
the pipe containing fuse material.
Rodney Scott Lloyd, con San Bernardino County Sheriff s
struction supervise for the soon- Department bomb squad remove
A construction worker found
to-be-completed Foundation the device from the police station.
a pipe bomb 75 feet north of the Building project found the pipe. The bomb was disassembled by
Foundation building at approxi
He then brought the bomb to bomb squad members aixl it was
mately 8:30 a.m Oct 30.
then determined that the device
the campus police station.
According to campus police
"He shouldn' t have brought it was inert.
Sgt Steve Nowicki, the object was

"There was no gunpowder or Bernardino campus. A similar in
explosive inside the bomb," said cident occurred in July at the Uni
versity of California, Riverside,"
H^son.
He speculated the bomb may the Riverside Press-Enterprise
have been left there some time rqwrted.
"That
month,
UCR
ago. "The device may have been
unearthed during the ccxistruction groundskeepers found three 2-inch
[of the Foundation building]," he plastic pipes dressed up to look
like bombs." the newspapCT said,
said.
"The incident is the fu^tof its "The devices were later found to
kind in recent limes on the San be harmless."

Page 3
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2 buildings almost done, 2 more started
by Steven Jennings
Chronide photography director

Construction at Cal State, San
Bernardino enters a new rapid
phase of development as the larg
est building on campus nears
completion. The expansion of the
campus continues to progress to
wards realization of the master
plan envisioned by campus ad
ministrators.
University Hall is receiving
finishing touches in preparation
for the opening of floors one, three
and four. The second floor has
been available to sUidents before

the building's scheduled comple
tion date of Decemb^ 10.
**The constructitm company
has givra us beneficial use of the
second floor," said William Shum,
director of Fliysical Planning and
Development, "They have been
gracefiil enough tocooperate with
us."
According to Shum, comple
tion of ctHitract deadlines is "run
ning well ahead of schedule."
The School of Business / In
formation Sciences Building con
struction
began
with
groundbreaking ceremonies on
OctobCT 23. The building will repl^ University Hall as the larg
est structure on campus upon its

completion in November 1993.
"The location of the new
building has a lot of suppoit,"said
Shum, "both in t^ms of the close
proximi^ofadequatehousingand
in food sCTvice."
Plans for the building call for
one five-story office wing and one
three-story classroom wing ccmnected by a circulation corridor.
There will be a 180-seat audito
rium and a elevated deck ctxnparable to that found in University
HaU.
AcccH'ding to Shum, the physi
cal location of the bulling "pro
vides an open area for the ctmstruction of a future, privately
funded conference center" that

could be added tothe facil ity in the
future.
The color and finish of the build
ings exterior will be consistent and
compatible with existing buildings
on campus.
Projected costs for the "state

of the art" facility are expected to
exceed $24 million.
'The building will make a
v^ important contribution to the
quality of education we provide,"
See BUILDING, page 11

Conceptual sketch of the new School of Busittess artd Information Sciences building.
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It's only one guy's opinion
Jack Robinson should be ashamed of himself. His
grading of California universities was irresponsible and
ethically questionable.
Despite his meaningless recognition of the discrepan
cies associated with this type of survey, he has given Gal
State, San Bernardino, and the rest of the CSU system, an
undeserved black eye.
Those who know better will toss Robinson's claims
aside as senseless garbage. But there are those who have
a limited knowledge of CSUSB and are easily influenced
by one who purports to be an expert in the field.
He has done an extremely regrettable disservice to
high-school seniors in the area who are considering
CSUSB as their college of choice. Hopefully the damage
is not irrevocable and those prospective students will
obtain valid data and make an informed choice.
How do we overcome Robinson's ill-informed rating
of CSUSB? What do we do if employers or other institu
tions discriminate against us because we received a D-ieducation?
We have no choice other than to do the best we can to
remove any doubt from any single person's mind that
CSUSB is anything but a quality institution of higher
learning, despite those who would hold us in contempt
because of what one brazen journalist had to say about
some erroneous data he collected.
As for Robinson, we think he should have considered
the inequality and unfairness of his comparisons-"apples
and oranges" as Dr. Pritchard put it.

The Chronicle sta
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Sean Fremon, EdUor in chief
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LETTERS
Blonde rebuttal
Why do blondes only get a ten
minute lunch? Any longer and
they would have to be retrained.
Comeon America, lighten up!
It was only a joke. Just think of
how miserable we would all be if
we didn't poke fun at one another.
All of the humor that makes this
world bearable pokes fun at one
person or another. If we couldn't
laugh at life,then life wouldn't be
worth living.
Being abltxide myself, I think
it is important to stress several
points to the writer of "TheBlonde,
the Joker and the Joke." My first
point is that these jokes not only
pertain to blonde women but also
to blonde men. You completely
exclude men from your argument.
Second, until we see on a job ap
plication "What race are you" and
the options read: Black, white or
blonde, Idon'tthink that this issue
can be equated with racism. Rac
ism is an issue that lies much deeper
than hair color. And finally, it's
not important that these jokes ex
ist There are much mtxe impcwtant issues in need of one'sefforts.
These jokes are only poking fun at
a common, unsupported stereo
type. Your beingoffendedby these
jokes only lends credit to Ae ste
reotype because it shows that
you're insecure with some aspect

of your personality.
So, from one blonde to an
other, lighten up! It was only a
j(^e.
David M. Anthony.

Natural law
Stacy McCIendon's article in the
Oct 25 Chronicle, entitled "Prof
defends Thomas, natural law,"
quoted Dr. Linda Norman discuss
ing "natural law".
The article intrigued me. How
ever, several key points appeared
to be conclusions based on words
that are not clearly defined. The
belief in natural law, defined in
this article, does not represent a
minority nor a majority.This defi
nition of natural law is the basis for
the most dramatic conflicts in so
ciety. Sev^al million humans be
lieve that an intangible exists. The
variation of codes based on this
belief are plentiful.
To defme natural law as, "that
sense of justice that exists inde
pendent of human creation" seems
to be a contradiction of terms.
To me, if it's accessible to hu
mans and can be reasoned by hu
mans, then it exists within the hu
man realmand cannot be independmt of human creatitxi.
P^aps what was intended is
that some humans haveextra-sen

sory perception, that allows them,
alone, to perceive that "some
thing ... that points to a code that
humans must follow or not follow
at their own peril". Once, again it
appears that these words are not
absolutely defmed, if we are to
excludereligion and personal opinitm.
There is a definite reason for
some people to maintain a healthy
fear of those humans who believe
in "an absolute right and wrong."
The reason for fear is not igno
rance. It is the experience that
comes from communing with large
numbers of humans, a fear that is
bom firom witnessing humanity in
all its aberrant fwms.
Ignorance suggests denial of a
demonstrable fact. I can accept
absolute natural laws for certain
base elOTiCTts. In fact, I am rather
partial to theories developed by
Issac Asimov in his Foundation
trilogy books, but I have never
seen any demonstration of the ab
solute properties of human con
cepts for right and wrong. Fear
and rejection of what is teimed as
natural law is tai^ht through pun
ishment, pain and frustration
caused by people who grt their
ideas from a "higher dignity."
Mary Cox

Continued on page 5
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Scientific facts shed iight on UFO truths
Professor gives insight
in aerial phenomena
by Dr. Leo Connolly
Physics department chair
anil astronomy professor

In a recent Sunday issue of
The Sun newspaper, there were no
less than five articles on unidenti
fied flying objects. Much of the
controversy on this subject in
volves the inteipretations of UFO
sightings by "believers" and"skeptics." There is little to be gained,
however, by rehashing theseargu
ments lime and time again. The
five articles, in fact, missed sev
eral critical issues that would have
helped readers gain insight and
understanding into UFO phenom
ena.
First, there is no argument
that UFOs are real if one remem
bers what UFOs represent - Uni
dentified Flying Objects. There are
unquestionably hundreds, if not
thousands, of legitimate UFO
sightings made each year in this
country alone. If by this we mean
sightings by people who legiti
mately cannot identify or explain
the origin of the phenomenon they
have observed in the sky, then, in
fact, these are all true UFOs.
There are numerous aerial
phenomena that are not common
to the average modem human ex
perience. This is because of hu
mans no longer living outdoors,
the blockage of the night sky be
cause of smog and outdoor light
ing and the increase in human ^tivity in the sky. Alignments of
bright planets with each other or
with the moon often produce re
ports of UFOs. The planet Venus
or the bright star, Sirius, when
viewed near the horizon, twinkle
and change colors in intriguing
ways and are similarly productive
in reports of UFOs.
These events never would have
been misinterpreted by ancient
peoples because they lived out
uncter the stars and planets and
were observant of the nightly
changes that gave rise to them.
Although they would not have
understood that the twinkling and
changing colors were because of
the refraction of light as it passes
through our atmosphere, they cer
tainly would have recognized the

rising of Sirius. Such events took
place gradually, dependably each
night and were usually annual in
their occurrence.
The above examples are not
meant as an explanation of UFO
sightings, but rath^, serve as an
indicator of the lack of familiarity
that many people have with com
monly occurring events. Few the
person who sees an unusual event
in thesky and who also lacks expe
rience in the many normal events
that are possible, the sighting will
be for them a legitimate UFO.
However, humansdonot normally
view an event without making
some sal of interpretation.
A second issue arises when
people reporting a UFO event inevitablely interpret what they have
seen. When confronted with an

unexpected and unusual phenom
enon, humans will try to relate
what is being observed to previous
experiences or acquired informa
tion. Humans thousands of years
ago looked at the rather random
arrangement of stars and imag
ined seeing patterns that repre
sented characters from their my
thology. This gave rise to the con
stellations. By using their imagi
nation, they could describe to oth
ers what they saw.
By usingdescriptions encoun
tered in the media, the UFO ob
server is often unconsciously bi
ased in what they report This re
sults in an artificial similarity
among UFO reports being pro
duced over the years. No one had
ever reported seeing a "flying sau
cer" prior to 1947. After Kenneth
Arnold first used this description
in 1947, it became commonplace.
Science fiction movies regularly
used flying saucers for alien space
craft The Sun article contained
illustrations of six flying saucers.
Anyone reading these articles or

exposed to this very common de
scription of UFOs will very likely
use it when describing a UFO they
observe. UFO reports are, there
fore, not particuWly accurate de
scriptions of the event and often
represent what the observer be
lieves was seen.
Another critical issue centers
on the fact that it is virtually im
possible to conduct a true scien
tific investigation of UFO reports
because of the second issue just
raised. The reports are basically
descriptions by people of an event
unfamiliar to them. In making such
a report, people are forced to ex
plain and interpret what they be

may be brought to

your opinions!
Letters may be edited in the
interest of clarity and brevity.
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STUDENTS AND STAFF

REDLANDS.CA. 92373

(7/4)793-0300

ioA;'

I NOTEBOOK WORK ORGANIZER
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Open 7 days a

Quality

•Document Creation
(Word Processing)
•Addressbook
•Scheduler/Calendar
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27800 Sifaitwo
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t F*j 14) 425 9271

$386 I
_

, Available Thru 12/31/91 r S
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•
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see UFOs page 15

Letters to the editor
CA223. We encour

Tom Bell Toyota

I
•
I
I
I
I

lieved happened. Inso doing, there
is a high probability that the report
will not accurately describe the
event. Eyewitness testimony of
ten is found to be highly unreli
able, even when the witness is
auempting to be truthful. Scienr.
tific inquiry cannot be based on
this type of information.
Some may argue that for just
these reascms traditional scientific
investigations should beestablised
to independently watch for and
observe UFOs. In an indirect way,
this is already being done. Thou
sands of amateur astronomers

I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

in orders fixr/dsfer

sendee

(Coupon)

Free medium
drink I
Valid with this ad only • Expires I1'22'9I
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KSSB raises $117 for new compact disc player
ment stolen
"We're trying to raise $338,"
^^mvcle staff writer
said Diamond, the ^tion's pro
gram director. 'That will cover the
KSSB members were howl cost of two compact disc players
ing over-the-air Oct 25 by the plus the warranties."
The iHoadcast, heard from 10
Btudent Union in an effon to raise
a.m. to noon, worked with the as
funds for the radio station.
In twohours time, they raised sistance of Kurt Cooper, who
1$117.60, enough to buy one com- worked theswitches at the station.
The crew played alternative music
-Jpact disc player.
Robin Diamond, Adrian while they solicited dcmations.
"Wehc^thatpet^le will give
-lyatt, BuU^h Shomph and Mark
because
it's not just our station;
pJWesiwood broadcasted by remote
it's
their
station too." he said.
r-to raise money to replace equip

Tina Torres

Gamma Sigma
Alpha initiates
eight members

The crew also gave away five
pairs of tickets to see the band The
Zeros perfcnm at Monthly's in
Riverside. The first pair of tickets
was gi^«n U) the first perstm to
donate at least one dollar,and went
to the table at the designated time
and said, "KSSB rocks!" The tick
ets, worth $30 per pair, were do
na^ from Monopoly's.
As a result of the theft of
KSSB's original CD iriayers, the
radio staticm has been using equipmeni borrowed from Mark
Westwood, the station'sengineer-

Meetings every
Thursday at 6:00
in the Senate
Chambers of the
Student Union.

by Charlene $. Hurley

ing director, and firwn CSUSB's "1 think it's cool. The studaits are
audiovisual department, music so understanding."
Di^txid sakl the theft may
^lartment and oth^.
When Dr. Rob McKenzie, have been a blessing in disguise.
KSSB advisor, asked Diamcmd to "The theft has brought to the sta
put together a fund raiser, she also tion more puWicity thanit received
used it as an oi^rtunity fCT an before and more pet^le have be
independent study project to de come more interested in it," she
termine which kind of fund rais^ said. A larg« number of bands
are most effective. Other fund rais have sent in demo tapes for the
ers possibly in the works are a station to play.
"We'repuUing tc^ether,"said
bake sale and live band.
After the first fund raiser, Dia Diamond. "If you want it bad
enough, you can get it dcme just
mond was excited.
"Everyone ish^pyshe said. like that."

STEAK

Chronicle staff writer

To boldly go where no club has gone before.
Cal State, San Bernardino's,
newest academic honor society.
Gamma Sigma Alphav initiated
eight new members into the orga
nization this quarter.
The ceremony, which took
place on Oct 24,recognized new
comers Slacey Chartier from
I
Kappa Delta; Jana Geiger from
I
Alpha Phi; Dianne Grissom from
I
Kappa Delta; Charlene Hurley
from Alpha Delta Pi; Gretchen •
Imkamp from Alpha Delta Pi;
David Millican from Tau Kappa
Epsilon; Rick Morat from Sigma
Chi; and Liz Paris from AlphaPhi.
"Gamma Sigma Alpha is a
national organization detticated to
the advancement of higher educa
tion and recognizing academic
accomplishment," said Bott Sam,
Gamma Sigma Alpha president
To be eligible for member
ship in Gamiha Sigma Alpha, a
student must have a grade point
average of 3.5 or higher in any
quarter during their junior or se
nior year and haveactive member
ship in a Greek fraternity or soror. ity recognized by CSUSB.
"Since Gamma Sigma Alpha
is so new, we would like to let
students know that we are here to
recognize their academic excel
lence and instill a greater spirit of
coc^ration among Greek students
on an educational level," said
Grissom. "We encourage anyone
who thinks they might be eligible
for membership to contact Stu
dent Life."

10% Student Discount Every Day
.l.D. Required

DELMY"a

NOW HIRING;

S.NEQQe'nC

• SUB STOP
H80-t605
1357 Kendall Drive
East of Little Mt,
In the shopping center

Be:

Serving the Inland Empire for 17 years

Tn Town!

COCKTAILERS
HOSTESSES

ti0SB0

LANES

1500 W. Highland Ave.
San Bernardino - 714-887-2528
•

FOODSERVERS
COOKS

*

• $1.25 per game •
• Monday -Friday •
•• • •9:00am
• • • • • to
• •5:50
• • • •pm
• • • ••

Del Rosa Lanes

1499 E. Highland Ave., San Bernardino
714-886-4675

FULL or PART TIME positions
Apply in Person:
205 E. Valley
Colton

XN hands out 25
bids; all accepted
by Larry Bamaby
Special to The Chronicle
Sigma Nu, the newest fra
ternity on campus, had a strong
rush this fall, according to fra
ternity officials. Twenty-five
bids were given out and all of
them w^ accepted.
This was the first time in
the history of fiatemities on cam
pus that perfect acceptance
occurred. Sigma Nu's fourth
pledge class, the Gamma class,
is the largest the fratemity has
evCT taken.With its recent mem
bers, Sigma Nu has grown ta55,
its largest involvement to date.
Sigma Nu vice president,
Mark Leinbach, said he is very
excited by the quality men in the
STEVEN JENNMGS/ The Chronide

Alpha Delta PI tugs in hopes of winning Derby Days.

NOW OPEN!

Welcome to California

Alpha Phi claims Derby Days victory
by Cheryl Clark
Chror^ staff writer

Deiby days came, to an end
Saturday night when Sigma Chi
Fratemity announced Alpha Phi
Sorority as this year's winnCT.
Alf^ ^Ita Pi took aclose seccmd
by three points,followed by K^pa
Delta and Alpha K^Tpa Alpha.
Each participating chapter
raised money for Sigma Chi'sphilanthropy, the Cleo Wallace
Center. Clothes, toys and stuffed
animals were also donated to the
center and to the Children's Cen
ter at Cal State, San Bernardino.
Derby Days began this year
with a variety of outdoor games
played on Oct 31 and Nov. 1 .
Friday evening hosted a volley
ball game ending with Alpha Phi
winning the event Saturday's ac
tivities started withacar wash and
finished with the lip sync as the
grand finale. Alpha Delta Pi's

Women's
Haircuts

$10.00
Acrylic Nails
Full Set $25.00

Kendall at University
1689 Kendall Suite J

Gamma class.
"The majority of newly
pledged Gammacl^ are fresh
men," he said."I see an excellent
(qipominity to build asolid foun
dation for the future of Sigma
Nu.
'The Gamma class destiny
lies in the class president, Mike
Ruffolo, who has pioven him
self c^)able of leading the 25
pledges into Sigma Nu," he
added.
According to Leinbach, the
future looks bright for SigmaNu
at Cal State.
"Sigma Nu has the largest
pledge class this quarter on cam
pus among fraternities," he
added. "The members are spir
ited and optimistic of Sigma Nu's
success in the future."

theme "Welcome to California"
earned them first place in the lip
sync.
This year Alpha Kai:^ Alpha

A NEW COPY & GIFT SHOP IN TOWN:

participated in Derby Days for the
fu^t time."Alpha Kappa Alpha is
looking forward to working with
all the greeks in the future."

ACE PIZZA
886-1026

271EAST40THST. SAN BERNARDINO
DINE IN - TAKE OUT- DELIVERY

29" WONDER P177A
!! 25 CENT SMALL SOFT DRINKS !!

Kendall Dr!
San Bernardino^CA 92407
(corner of University and Kendall)
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Fax 880-0292
Gift Shop

Copies

T-Shirts
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100 Exciting gift items

Special CSUSB
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2 LRRGE PIZ2RS (UIITH RD)
il4«kst .
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ONLY $11.74
15 ADDmONAL TOPPINGS( OVER 5) $1.33

10% discount to
all students with
CSV SB LD.

Pehns
with free
follow-up
'shampoo and style

$38.00
$10.00 off on Sundays

M-F 10-9. Sat
9-6, Sun

Appointments available

JO-

887-8588

Mylar
Helium
For all occasions

1689 Kendal! Dr.
(tomer of University Parkway)
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All gift items
to CSUSB students w/ I.D.
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"Greek Nile"

"Monday Nile
Football"

"Greenies For
A Buck"

8:00 p.m.
to
CLOSE

$3.00 PITCHERS
(COOR'S LIGHT)
(MILLER LITE)
NACHOS
-ORPIZZA BY THE
SLICE

985 W. Kendall Dr.
(In Stater Bros. Shopping Center)
THURSDAY
WEDNESDAY

$2.50 PITCHERS
1/2 PRICE ON
PIZZA
. & SALADS

8:(X)p.m,
to
CLOSE
MOLSON
LABA1TS
MOOSEHEAD

(Must Have Greek I.D.)

"Mug Nite"

$5.00 FOR MUG
PURCHASE
(YOU KEEP MUG)
$2.50 REFILL
EACH TIME
YOU BRING MUG
BACK
Coronita Nite
Bucket of 6
For $5.00

Mon,Tues,& Wed Nile
Foo4 Specials Spm-Close
OPEN
10 a.m. -11 p.m.
Sunday - Thursday
10 a.m. • Midnight
Friday & Saturday

886-0008

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

"College Nite"
(8:00 to Close)
32 oz CUP
OF MILLER LITE
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COORS LITE
for $1.75 on
EACH REFILL
ORIGINAL
PURCHASE
for $2.50
(Must Have College I.D.)
PIZZA BY THE
SLICE
AFTER 10:00 p.m
Kings Hockey Special

25 oz.
STEINLAGERS
for $2.00
12 oz.
HEINEKINS
for $1.00
(8:00 p.m. to
Close)
J"

f

Pitchers: $3.00 Coors Lite-or- Miller Lite
$4.00 Moosehead
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Randall Lappin, foreground, and Calvi Slay mn through the tires during the
grenade assault portion of the competition.

Stet^ Park, of Cat State, Fullerton, crosses the one-rope bridge

CSUSB wins ranger challenge

ine Cal Smlc, ooii Bcrnaidino, Coyote Battalion Ranger
Challenge team hosted six ranger
teams hereand won the Cold Steel
Brigade Ranger Challenge competitioi Oct. 25.
"It was great to see the hard
practice pay off," said Jason Frey,
assistant team captainfor CSUSB.
Ranger Challenge, the varsity
ROTC sport, consists of seven
events: the Army physical fitness
lest, marksmanship, orienteering,
rope-bridge building, weapons
assembly, grenade assault course,
and the 10-kilometer road march,
carrying a field pack.
Other teams participating fmished in the following order Cal
Poly, Pomona, second place; The
Claiemcxit Colleges, third place;
Cal Stale, Fullerton, fourth place;
University of California, Los An
geles, fifth place; and Cal State,

Long Beach, sixth place.
Ranger challenge worics Kke
this: Each team consists of nine
people and the average of the nine
team members in each event is

compared with the averageof other
learns.
Ul^
Oif the COTipetition day, the scores from theevents
are talliedand team with the high
est accumulative score wins.

This competition at Cal State
was the first in a series leading to
the California Regional Competi
tion at Vandenberg Air Force Base
Nov. 15-17. The top two teams
from thatcompetition willadvance
to the West Coast Regionals at
Fort Lewis, Wash.
Players said they have an ex
cellent chance to bring home a
regional competition victcay this
year, after a third place last year.

, Eric Welter launches a grenade during the grenade assault.
•f

Eric Welter aims his M-16A2 during the grenade assauit competition.

CSUSB's Ken Wical takes out a bunker.
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E^ans

looks toward CSUSB's future

President
focuses
on growth
By Steven Jennings
Chronicle photography director

An executive in the Admin
istrative Department refuses to
move his office. He's not being
stubborn, he just sometimes puts
the ma^ important concerns of
others before his own. He enjoys
working with others to achieve a
mutually beneficial solution.
Cal State, San Bernardino,
president Anthony Evans says his
office will remain in the old Ad
ministrative Departmentbuilding,
despite the new modem office
space coming available in Uni
versity Hall. Typical of his be
nevolent character, he says other
university faculty and staff have a
much greater need for the space
than he does.

PUBUCAFFAIRS/CSUSB

President Anthony Evans
Evans has been president at
CSUSB for nine years, since the
fall of 1982. Before his coming
here, Evans served as the Provost
and Vice President fw Academic

Affairs at Eastern Michigan Uni
versity. He received his doctorate
in U.S. history from the Univer
sity of Califomia, Berkeley, and
taught in the Department of His

tory at Eastern Michigan.
Evans has eight years of exp^ence working with the United
States government. He waked fa
the U.S. Department of State as a
specialist in Far East Affairs. POT
two years he served in the eco
nomic develofMueni program for
Thailand and in South Koea he
filled the position of director for
programs in the Peace Corps. His
work with the Peace Corps culmi
nated when he served as the
organization's director of plan
ning, coadinating q)eralions and
programs in 69 developing coun
tries.
During his work with the
Peace Cops, Evans and his wife
lived in the Far East where they
became interested in the area's
culture. He acquired an interest in
Oriental art, and he has since col
lected 213 pieces. He donated his
entire collection to the university.
He also has an interest in or
chids, During his 15 years in the
Orient, he managed to grow more
than 500 of the flowering plants.
"Unfortunately, I had to abandon
my collection when I came back to
the United States, but they are in
good hands now," he said.
Evans has agreat deal of com

munity involvement. He serves in
many c^)acities. from the Norton
Air Force Base Reuse OrganizadonExecutiveCanmittee to chair
man of the San Bernardino Fine
Arts Commission. On his charity
involvements, he said, "I serve on
the governing board of StBemardine's Medical Center and
as co-chairman of Sherman Indian
High School's Advisory Board in
Riverside."
CSUSB attracted Evans be
cause of the leadership opportu
nity it presented. "At heart I am a
builder and I felt that I had would
have something to contribute to
the school's develc^ent,"he said.
The president's role at cam
pus is varied and his responsibili
ties diverse. He must implement
all trustee policies and d^isions.
The final decisions on budgetary
and personnel concerns ultimately
are left up to him. For these deci
sions, he is accountable to the trust
ees.
"I am entrusted with thestew
ardship of CSUSB's physical and
pasonnel resources. I am respoisible for 1,000 faculty and staff
members as well as 13,000 stu-

See EVANS page 11

Hey, tired of paying $15.00 plus for movie tickets ?

Then
Use the A.S Box office in the student union
.I

Any Theater in the Inland Empire, buy your tickets here and save major bucks
AMC Theaters; Only $4.00
Edwards Theaters: Only $3.75
General Cinema: Only $4.00
Kirkorian Theaters: Only $4.00
Pacific Theaters: Only $4.00

Special Magic Mountain Tickets
Good for the followin g )veel<i(jnds:
T OOK AT TPIS DEAL!!!

NOV-

0-11, 1091
16-17
23-24

$17.00 Adult
$13.00 Child

A.S. T. BOX OFFICE HOURS
VOLUME Monday-Wednesday: 11am-6pm
Thursday: 10am-6pm
Friday: 10am-5pm
Phone: 880-5933

Camping Equipment for Rent
NAiC

tlOUNUUlt

For Only $10.00
CALLNOVyi!!
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Successful progress
requires teamwork, consultation
EVANS:

Presidential profile

Continued from page 10
stead he sees extraordinary chal
doits," he said.
Evans has a few major ccm- lenges and opportunide;.
"The current budget crisis will
cems for CSUSB. *'We must pro
pass
and we will refocus our total
vide a quality educational service
energies
on building the kind of
to
an
underdeveloped,
undereducaied region and that university thatour region sorichly
means keeping all of our current deswves," he said.
He feels successful progress
progr^s abreast of the region's
begins
with teamwoik. He said,
changing needs," he said.
"A
university
funcdons best in an
"I want to help the univosity
open
environment
where broad
realize its full potential and har
ccmsultadon
occurs
on a roudne
ness the enormous talent of the
basis."
university's faculty and staff," he
WhCTe will he go from here?
said.
"I
have
no plans to seek any othw
Evans is president of
presidency
orposidon of any kind,"
CSUSB's Foundadon.
he
said."All
of my energies are
'The Foundadon administos
all the non-general ftind programs focused on helping CSUSB de
or auxiliary acdvides such as the velop into a major comprehensive
campus bo^tore, residence halls, regional univa^ity with a broad
food services, campus vending, and divo^ curriculum and stu
dent body."
grants and contracts," he said.
"Each CSU university has its own
state licensed corporadon, like
ours."
He then looks toward the fu
ture, remarking that we must ccmitinue to acquire adequate physical
facilides. He considered the more
human aspect of growth. "CSUSB
IiCouS to develop essendai com
munity and alumni support which
will uidmately enable the univo'sity to meet its educadonal mis
sion," he said.
Ibe president doesn' t see any
maj(»' problems for CSUSB. In

Cartoons ore
currently
being
accepted.
Please drop
off samples in
CA-223.

Anthony H. Evans
Birthday
Spouse

Sept. 24. 1936

CSUSB tenure

9 years

SNf-portraH

hUotto

Lois Kirkham E^rans

I am an intense, task-oriented
builder who delights In seeing the
university develop.
I have adopted Henry Adam's view
that teachers affect eternity- so
much so that they can never tell
where their influence will end.

miter mtty A young James Reston on
fantasy e)dended journalistic assignment in
the Far
and elsewhere
dbroad.
Insplrallon

My father taught me that achieve
ment comes primarily through hard
work. I teamed the joys that come
fronr tiwping-omer people from' rfiy "
mother. My earty years in Asia
gave me an International perspec
tive and a love for Oriental pe^e
and their art and culture.

Hobby GoH

said Dr. David Porter, dean of the
School of Business and Public
Administration.
Plans to expand the Student
Union were set back when all of
the constructi<xi bids came in sub-

stantially over budget Campus
planners are now revising the
expansion's wo'king drawings.
"We have done two things,"
said Shum, "We analyzed the fi

Regrettably, I use profanity all too
often.

Hestaurant

Julio's Mexican Restaurant on
Palm Street In Highland.

Dtink

Fresh green coconut milk.

Food

Indonesian satay.

Car In garage

1982 Honda Accord.

T.V. fm)grani

Evening news

Book at
bedside

Of^nlonof
"Star Tiek The Next
Generation"

Ralph Ellison's The Invisible Man is
my fworlte booklHhgugh my,
normal reading Is historical
biography.
if this Is a pop musical group, I
have never heard them; If a
television program, I have never
seen It.

STACY MCCLENDON & STEVEN JENNMGS / The Chronidd

BUILDING: 4 in progress

Continued from page 3

Bad habit

nancial plan and discovered that
we had additional funding to aug
ment the project's construction
budget We have also reduced the
construction costs to meet the level

ON-CAMPUS HOUSING

of funding."
Shum said all building pro
grams have been maintained and
the total square footage of the
project remains approximately the
same.
"We made minimum reduc
tions of finished materials and
some decreases in mechanical de
signs," said Shum.
There is an existing problem

-

—-

VVII

struction of the expansion can be
gin. Part of the currently existing
structure must be demolished in
CHdo'toattach theexpansitxi struc
ture. This procedure will disturb
asbestos containment materials in
the floor tiling. Asbestos fibos
have been linked to forms of lung
cancer, sospecial precautions must
be taken in dealing with the mate
rial.

SERRiNo
'TtiUACE
CAL^TATE.

B^NA^INO

& ^«ut£^€cc

^More Than Just Housing!'
I TANNINC I
I SESSION*

1

EXnRE8N0V.1,1Ml
>BUY5SESS|6NS
ntEEl
OPEN 7 DAYS

L

,

425-8753
3545E.HIGIftANDAVL
UNITF
HI6IUND,CA
MBAttPALta

I

Meals daily
Omvenience
Payment plans
Telei^cme service
Sodal & educational
programs

New friends
Utilities paid
Laundry fadlities
Fumidiings
Pool and leovational facilities

Some spaces are available now
for Winter and Spring Quarters.
Inquire at the Housing Office, or call 880-5246.

.SUBUJRV
WOULD LIKE TO OFFER THE
STAFF, FACULTY, AND STUDENTS OF

CAL STATE, SAN BERNARDINO
PARTY SUBS $8.50 PER FOOT (ANY LENGTH)
GREAT FOR ANY OCCASION.

1050 KENDALL DR.(AT KENDALL AND 40th
YOU MAY CALL IN YOUR ORDER 886-3343
NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER PROMOTIONAL OFFER
OFFER VALID WITH THIS AD ONLY - EXPIRES 11/3(V91
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Take a walk on the wild side behind CSUSB
by Grace Dowling
Chronicle art director
Justnorih east of campus,only
a two mile jaunt from this vener
able institute of academics, lies a
haven. A sanctuary for flora and
fauna tucked neatly away from
reloitless urbania - Badger Can
yon. This verdant oasis draws its
life from Badger Spring and the
resulting trickleof preciouswater.

the canyon isresplendent with wild
gr^)evine, walnut trees and its'
crowning glory of flaxen-mancd
fan palms.
The spring and various seeps
come from the seismic activity of
the San Andreas faultand the prox
imity of water from the various
deep crevices reaching miles into
thecrustoftheearth. Tracesrrfold
foundations remain, scatteredfrom
the lower reaches upward to within
the shade of stately palms, where

foric that winds up and around to
for a time th^ was a nudist colony. of theweasel family, who has been the east of Badger hill. The dirt
known
to
inhabit
the
area,
when
he
The canyon is a favored haunt of
road wends its way around the
golden eagles and many migrating feels like it.
Even the mysterious moun backside of B. hill, you can cross
birds. It is also a popular birdtain
lion
venturesstealthfuUy down the flood control canal to your left
watching area for the local
from
some
rocky prominence time at several places. After crossing
Audubon society.
the flood canal, head up hill to
As well as sporting many to time to catch perchance some wards an abandoned ranch house.
kinds of birds. Badger Canyon unwary rabbit or quail.
To get to Badger Canyon pick Badger Creek flows down justeast
supports a diversity of animals
up
the
dirt road on the north sideof of the old homestead and you can
because it is a wildlife corridor to
follow several different trails
higher elevation forest areas. The campus (facing the mountains). which converge highw up onto a
canyon takes its name from a Travel uppast the dark green olive dirt road leading to Badger Spring.
scr^py, grisled-looking member trees on your left, keep to the right

Gentlemen and Ladies Hair Styling
Hair Styles New and Old

Telephone: 883-8594
/^pointments Encouraged

203 East 40th Street
Wildwood Plaza |
Two Doors East of Thrifty
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WHEN PLANNING FOR THE FUTURE,
SOME PEOPLE WANT EVERYTHING.
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San Bernardino.
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CUSTOM JEWELRY& REPAIR • CLASS RINGS

CcrpyCmd
974 Kendall Drive, Suite «1
San Bernardino, CA 92407
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NEW HOURS
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etirement should be everything you
. dreamed it would be. With good
health, you may spend a quarter of your life
doing the things you've always dreamed of
—like travelling the world, starting your
own business, or playing tennis twelve
months a year.

Among the lowest expenses in the
insurance and mutual fund industries^

RETIRE YOUR WAY,
WITH TIAA-CREF SRAs.

With the help of TIAA-CREF, retirement
can be your chance to look after yourself
the way you've always wanted. After all,
nobody deserves it more.

TIAA-CREF Supplemental Retirement
Annuities are a unique way for members
of the education and research communities
to save extra money for their retirement
years. Through tax-deferred savings,
TIAA-CREF SRAs can help provide the
extras that will make your retirement truly
enjoyable. They will supplement your
basic pension and Social Security in retire
ment, and they offer real benefits now:
• The benefits of tax deferral.
A broad range of allocation choices.

A variety of ways to receive income,
including lifetime retirement income,
payments over a fixed period, or as cash.

TIAA-CREF CAN HELP MAKE
YOUR DREAMS COME TRUE.

r
SEND NOW FOR A FREE
RETIREMENT KIT
Mail this coupon to: TIAA-CREF. 101
14111.
California St., Suite 4080, San Francisco, CA94111.
Or call a Participant Counselor at 1800-842-2007.

Afatwr (Please print)
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NO sales charges.

m
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Program in
intelligence
rare offering
by Thomas Shalln
Chronicle staff writer

Finding a care^ filled with
adventure and international in
trigue sounds like a pretty difficult
task. However, for Cal State, San
Bonardino,students it'sa loteasier
than they realize.
The campus is one of only
three schools in the nation to offer
a master's degree National Secu
rity Studies, a|xx>gram which deals
with inner workings vital to U.S.
security and foreign relations.
The program consists of re
quired core courses which include
classes in arms control, defense
budgeting and management, as
well as dinerrat aspects of na
tional and intOTiational strategy.
"We teach (students) how to
look at strategy from a national
perspective," said Mark Clark,
program director of National Se
curity Studies.
The required core classes give a
thorough background of alliance
strategy, political-military affairs
and defense policy. The program
offersother elective courses in ter
rorism, science, technology and
warfare, and naval strategy. Also
offered are concentrations in such
diverse fields as U.S. Foreign
Policy, the U.S.SJi. and Latin
America, where a person can be
come a regional specialist if (tesired. The program can be ccrnipleted in a relatively shot amount
of time.
"Most students work full time,
taking two courses a quarter,"
Clark said. "It can be complet^
part-time in two years.
"Our strength is that we're
one of only three programs of its
type," he ^ded. "We also have a
very strong reputation in (Wash
ington) D.C.
Employment opportimities for
graduates include careers in fed
eral intelligence agencies, the state
and defense departments as well
as positions on congressional
staffs. It also provides internship
opportunities wih majcx* govemment agencies, as well as giving
military members valuable train
ing for intelligence and staff as
signments, as well as attache duty.
The GAG, being the most ac
tive recruits, hires many summer
intmis and has offered three jobs
to graduates of the program.
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'Mac knows innovation and more'
by Alleen Crawford
Chronicle business manager

What does Mac Know? Per
haps you haveseen the words "Mac
Knows" somewhere around cam
pus.
You can fmd out first hand at
Mac Fest in front of the Pfau LiIwary Nov. 20. Representatives
will be there to show some of
Apple's latest developments in the
Macintosh line. They'll show the
new, more powerful Mac Classic
II, Quadra, I^werBodcs and a new
scanner.
The Macintosh Classic, which
has been popular among studmts

in the past few
years, is now
even better.
The Mac Clas
sic II replaces
the Macintosh
SB and at half the price. Also, for
ownos of Mac Classics, an up
grade kit is available that makes
the Mac Classic capable of perfcmning like the Mac Classic II.
Advantages of the new Mac
Classic II are more power and
speed, Macintosh's user-friendly
d^ign, and ability to run even
more complex software than its
predecessor.
John Sculley, Apple's chair
man and chief executive officer,
said, "We've taken the best fea

tures of the
original Classic
and added the
capabilities
customer's
want most"
Mac Classic II's power c(Mnes
from the incorporation of a 16
megahertz Motorolla Microixt>cessor. The new 030 chip allows
users to run more sophisticated
software without buying more
memory.
Another new development,
the Macintosh PowerBook, is de
signed for carrying in a briefcase
and weighs less than seven pounds.
This new portable features
trackball to replace the mouse,
palmrests,a full-size keyboard and

J

Don't leave the opportunity behind..

a page-width sized screen. It has
built-in 2 megabyte memory and
you choose from 20 megabyte or
40 megabyte internal hard drive. It
can run on battery and has a spe
cial sleep feature that causes tl^m
to cut power ccxisumption when
not being used.
The new (Quadra, ARjle's topof-the-line super drive computer,
is the fastestmostpowerful Macin
tosh to date and still maintains
Macintosh simplicity. It incorpo
rates 1.2 million transistors wiUi a
microprocessor chip that allows
for eight kilobytes of memory.
The Macintosh line is avail
able to students, faculty and staff
for lower than retail rates at the
CoytMe Bookstore.
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UFOs: Sightings from astronomers rare
Continued from page 5
world-wide observe the sky each
night, looking for a variety of ce
lestial phenomena. They are
among the most experienced ob
servers of aerial phenomena (as
opposed to professional astrono
mers who view very little of the
sky in their woric), yet UFO re
ports from this group are almost
unheard of. The most obvious ex
planation is that what represents a
UFO for the inexperienced ob
server is a recognizable phenom^on for the experienced observer.
Issue number four focuses on
the impression that UFOs have an
impli^ inteipretati(Hi as having
an extraterrestrial intelligence ori
gin. This int^ret^on is so com
mon that many people do not dis
tinguish between a UFO and an
object that might be under the control of EU. If a UFO cannot be
explained after the fact as having
been caused by a natural or manmade event, it is still not appropri
ate to impose an ETI explanation.
There always will be UFO
reports that will be difficult, if not
impossible, to explain as having
been produced by a natural or manmade phenomenon. It is impos
sible to relive the event and watch
it take place in an unbiased way, so
we are left with these intriguing
descriptions. It is quite acceptable

for such reports to remain unex
plained. There is no necessity nor
reason to use an ETI explanation
for such reports. Failure to find a
"normal" explanation is not evi
dence for an ETI explanation. But
because UFOs aiKl ETI areso com
monly linked in media rep(»ts, the
ETI explanations are often the first

to be proposed, and those investi
gating the event are fmeed into
arguing against an ETI origin and
for a "normal" origin of the ev«iL
Pet^le live on earth and view
the universe as if it stretches out
away from us, placing us at its
center of focus. From a universal
perspective, however, the sun and

how "they" would even know there
is life on earth or even thatan earth
exists. At the close distances of the
commonly seen stars in the sky,
the sun would not even be visible
to the eye and with a telescope, the
earth would be lost in the glare of
the faintly shining sun. We should
take care not to overestimate our
significance.

its compliment of planets are
among the 400 billicm stars in our
galaxy, and our galaxy is among
the hundreds of billions in the ob
servable univo^. If UFOs have
an ETI origin, it is difficult to
understand what it is that makes us
the center of their attention. It is
even more difficult to understand

LETTERS
V.P. likes issues
First of all I would like to c(xigratulate you for the very improved
October 25th edition of The
Chronicle. Having a regularly pub
lished, dependable, and credible
student newspaper is one of the
highlights of a University com
munity. It would also be evidence
of intellectual vitality, social and
political awareness, and ultimately
concer for the academic intaestof
the students.
I was particularly impressed
by the article on Professor Linda
Norman and h^ views on natural
law. Articles such as that one
should be a regular feature since

they expose students to a great
diversity of views on matters of
some intellectual importance. Per
sonally, I can thinkof a great number of ideas and (pinions held by
various faculty members which
could be presented in the same
form^ as the Linda Norman ar
ticle.
J.C. Robinson
Associate Vice President

persisted in ccmtacting me, sched
uled an appointment, and con
ducted her interview in a timely
manner. She delivered thedraft as
promised, for my review. Her in
terview questions and her report
ing of the information obtained
were direct and pertinent, result
ing in a fine article.
I also want to compliment you on
the quality of the Chronicle. I plan
to start reading it again!

Article
appreciated

Dr. Janice Layton
Nursing Department chair

I wish tothank you andLouise
Bachman for the excellent article

WHISKEY CREEK
BROILER & SALOON

on our nursing program. Louise
was very professional in her ap
proach to this assignment She

Only 10 minutes away!!!
CSUSB
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-$2.00 ICE TEAS (ALL THE TIME)
•$2.00 SHOOTERS (CUERVO, KAMI, WATERMELON, SCHNAPPS)

SUNDAY & MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNKSnAY

LIVE JAZZ!

LIVE COMEDY!

JAM NIGHT!

THE AREAS FINEST UVE JAZZ
DINNER SERVED TO 9PM
APPETIZERS SERVED TO MIDNIGHT
SHOW STARTS AT 9PM

NATIONALLY RECOGNIZED
COMEDIANS APPEAR
LIVE EVERY
TUESDAY NIGHT

KCAL96.7FM
IF YOU CAN SING
OR PLAY AN INSTRUMENT
COME ON DOWN AND
SIT-IN WITH THE BAND

M
Of
g

^

I-IO

*

CoUon ave^

Vhiskeg Creek

tHUFffPAY
$1 DRINK NIGHT!

FRIDAY & SATURDAY

LIVE ROCK'N'ROLL
-DANCINGALL DRINKS-ALL NIGHT
ONLY $1.00111

GREAT LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
DANCING ALL NIGHT
AND THE BEST PRICES IN TOWN
$2.00 COCKTAILS!II

LIVE ROCK!

THE INLAND EMPIRE'S PREMIER SPORTS BAR!
GIANT BIG SCREEN T.V.- 3 SATELLITE DISHES -13 REMOTE T.V. MONITORS
• EVERY SUNDAY WE SHOW TEN NFL GAMES-NO BLACK OUTS!!
"BUD LIGHT" MONDAY NIGHT LOOTBALL PARTY-FREE HOT DCX3S & POPCORN & $1 BUD LIGHT DRAFTS

1331 W. Coiton Ave. Redlands

(714) 798-6330
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Little Man Tate' captures hearts of viewers
The Butchw's Wife is a com streets, and in some cases this is
passionate movie that fills the air not so easy.
By chance, they meet Gray,
with magicand leaves its audience
an
attrictive
rich woman, played
spellbound.
-Cheryl Clark by Kelly Lynch.. Gray is a lawyer
who has an uptight boyfriend,
played by John Getz. Gray is tired
of him, and develops a relation
CURLY SUE"
ship with Bob and "Curiy Sue".
Bcltishi. Alivan Porter
The movie is somewhat slow
"Curly Sue" is James and in some parts is not very real
Belushi's latest movie in which he istic. But "Curly Sue" holds the
plays a homeless person named movie together with her charm
Bob, caring for an ^orable eight- and wiL The movie also takes a
year-old girl named "Curly Sue", look at the vast differences in soci
played by Alisan Porter. Her ety, and how they interact with
mother died when she was bom one another. On a five star scale,
and left her in Bob's hands. To this movies receives three stars.
-Renee Groese
gether Bob and Sue survive on the

"LITTLE MAN TATE"
Iodic Fosicr. Adam Hann-Rv rd

A child's IQ is probably some
thing that crosses every parent's
mind at some point. However,
when the child is at the genius
level, worrying becomes the
parent's job.
""Little Man Tate"" is amovie
about a child prodigy and a mother
who is not quite sure what to do
with his intelligence. Dec Dee
Tate, played by Jodie Foster, is the
single mother of the child gerJus
Fred, playedby Adam Hann-Byrd.
Foster plays a tough, city
smart mom who waitresses fcM" a
living while Fred goes to the local
elementary school and solves calculusproblems,playscompetition
level piano, and daydreams while
the rest of his second grade class
struggles through simple arith
metic and reading.
The tension and plot develop
when a woman named Jane
Grierson, played by DianneWiest,
who herself is a genius and runs a
special school for gifted children,
intercedes into Fred's life and
pushes Foster to allow Fred to go
to her school. The story goes back
and forth between Foster and Wiest
who both try to do what's best for
Fred.
However, these two women
are not the characters who ctq)tivate the viewer. Fred steals the
viewers heart with his sweet smile,
which is not seen often enough,
and his ability tosee through people
with hisacute sense of understand

ing as he compels them to think
differently about their lives. As
Wiest says in the film, "It's not
what he knows, but what he un
derstands."
Thepredominanily daric scen
ery in the film projects the subject
of the child prodigy as a dismal
one. For anyone who is interested
in psychology or wants to see a
very heartfelt,serious movieabout
life, "Little Man Tate" is a must
see.
-Denice Haley
"BUTCHER'S WIFE"
Jell Daniels. Demi Moore

If you're searching for some
magical laughter, this is the movie
to see. Thisiomantic comedy stars

Jeff Daniels as the town's psy
chologist, George Dzundza as the
butcher, and Demi Moore as the
butcher's wife.
In The Butcher's Wife, Ma
rina (Mowe) is an innocent, beau
tiful woman who just happens to
be a psychic from a small island.
Marina dreams of her perfect lover,
who happens to be ^e first man
that ever enters her life.This is the
town's butcher, Lou (Dzundza).
The couple marry and ven
ture back to Lou's small town in
New York City. Marina manages
to turn the city upside down with
her psychic premonitions. Her
husband Lou believes she is crazy.
Alex (Daniels), the psychologist,
falls in love with her while trying
to fix ihechaos Marina has caused.

Brain blaster: Test your intelligence
After two weeks of sports
trivia, we decided to try something
different this time.
In the years since this next
exercise was developed, few
people have been able to solve
more than one-half of the 23 siniationsonthefirsttry. Manypeople,
however, reported getting answers
long after the exocise had been set
aside—particulariy in unexpected
moments when their minds were
relaxed. Some have rqwited con
quering all of the situations over a
period of sevaal days.
It was not designed to mea
sure your intellegence, your flu
ency with wOTds or your math
ematical ability. It will, however,
give you some gauge of your men
tal flexibility andpwhtqw, creativ

12. 200-DforP.G. in M
ity or better yet your ingenunity.
Each question contains ^e 13. 8»Son aS.S
initials of words that will make it 14.3-B.M. (S.H.T.R.)
correct. What you need to do is 15.4-QinaG
fmd themissing words. Example: 16. 24 • H in a D
12=MinaYwouldbe 12Months 17.1 - Won a U
in a Year. Bring your correct an 18.5-DinaZ.C.
swers before Nov. 15 into the 19.57-H.V.
20.11 « Pon a F.T.
Chronicle office, CA 223.
1. 26 - L of the A
2. 7 - W of the W
3.1001 A.N.
4.12«SoftheZ
5.54 - C in a D (with the J)
6. 9 - P in the SS
7. 88 - P.K.
8.13-PK
9.32 • D.F. at which W.F.

10.18-HonaG.C.
11.90>DinaR.A.

21.1W-WthataPisW
22.29 - D in F in a L.Y.

23.64 = S on a C
Last week's winnw was Kenny
Jobe. Other correct answers came
from Steven Scouel, Ann
Rodriguez, Heitham Fakhoun,
Janet Matter, Linda Bume, the
Players of the Pear Garden, Den
nis Ratliff and Shannon Wood
land.

Theater set to
stage five plays
by Carrie Williamson
Chranicle advertising asst.

The 1991-92 theater arts
season is now in ftill swing with
the theater department busily
putting together this year's
linetq).
The season begins with "A
Warring Absence" by Jody
Duncan. This drama involves
Dylan Thomas and his wife,
Caitlin, in the final days of the
poet's life. Desperate to hold on
to their marriage in the face of
adultery, alcoholism and failing
health, Caitlin wages one last
fierce domestic battle -a battle
^e ultimately loses. The play is
scheduled to show Nov. 15-17
and 20-24.
The next play will be "Be
yond Juliet," a student productiwi about the men and women
in Shakespeare. It will run Dec.
5-8.
Following this production,
"The Roar of the Greasepaint
The Smell of the Crowd," by
Andiony Newely and Leslie
Bricusse, is planned. This musi
cal features a memOTable score
whkh includes, "A Wtmderful
Day Like Today," "LookatThat
Face," Nothing Can Stop Me
Now," and "Who Can I Turn
To." The two central chaactos.

Cocky and Sir, areengaged in a
game that mirrors the struggles
and joysinlife. It will show Feb.
28,29, March 1,4 and 8.
From there, "The Perfect
Party," by A.R. Gumey, will
run April 17-19and 22-26.This
comedy provides an ironic im
age of the United States at the
brink of the 21st century. This
modem canedy for mature au
diences involves a college pro
fessor of American studies who
wants to give the perfect party.
However, the evening is com
plicated by the arrival of a New
York journalist on assignment
as a party critic. The show is
scheduled to premier in the wint^ quarter.
Finally, in the spring, "The
Mad Woman of Chaillot," by
Jean Giradoux, is planned. This
show provides an optimistic
blend of romance and farce
where justice actually triumphs
over evil It entails young love,
old friends and Paris,all threat
ened by the unrestrained groed
of the new world order. The
play will run May 29-31 and
June 3-7.
Gener^ tickeicosts are$25.
Senior and alumni tickets are
$15 and student cost is$lO. For
mwe information, call the Creaiive Arts office at 880-5876.
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Men's soccer: On to
the NCAA tourney
Continued from page 1
fits this season, locked the Coy
otes in a scorelesslie after the first
half of play. In the 65th minute of
the game, midfielder Matt Stotler
stole the ball and passed off to
Rolando Uribe. Urite dribbled up
the right sideline, cut back toward
the center and crossed the ball in
front of the net Fernando Martinez
took Uribe's pass and banged it
into the left side of the goal with
what would prove to be the score
that won the CCAA champion
ship for San Bernardino.
CSUSB added a penalty kick
goal by Ted Chronopoulous in in
the 81st minute and Uribe added a
rebound goal off a failed penalty
kick in the 85th minute to ice the
game.
'This is going to take a while
tosink in,"said coach CarlosJuarez

aftCT the win. "It's a great feel
ing."
"We were a little uptight the
beginning. But we settled down
and began to play our game in the
second half," he said.
"These guys deserve this,"
said Juarez as he surveyed the ju
bilant celetaation by his players.
"They woiiced hard all year and
and ^is is their reward. I guess
now we can relax for a few days
before we have to gel ready for the
next step," he said.
The "next step" for the coy
otes will be their third playoff appearance under Juarez in hissevenyearrun at the CSUSB helm.Juarez
has a 88-i2-7 record at CSUSB.
Cal Slate'sprevious playoff expe
rience, both times as an NCAA
Div.IIIindq)endent,camein 1987
(when the team finished third in
the nation) and again in 1990.

The CSUSB men's soccer team celebrates after its CCAA clenching
3-0 victory over Chapman University Nov. 1.

Juarez 'Coach of the Year'

Uribe, Powers 'Players of the Year'
by Dave Beyer

^ns intormation director
The Cal State, San Bernar
dino, men's and wcmen's soccer
teams- in their first seasons at
NCAA Division n and in the Cali
fornia Collegiate Athletic Asso
ciation -received the majority of
the top honors for the All-CCAA
teams announced Mcmday.
Sophomore forward Rolando
Uribe was named as the conferCTce "Player of the Year." Uribe
led San Bernardino with 16 goals
scored. He also added five gamewinning goals, including four in
CCAA matches.
Uribe was Cal State's co-Most
Valuable Player last seastm and a
first team All-Far West selection
(Division III) as a freshman.
Head coach Carlos J uarez was
named "Coach of the Year."
Juarez, in his seventh season with
CSUSB, will be taking a team to
post-season playoffs for the third
time.
Other first team selectionsin
clude junior midfielder Matt
Stotler and fieshman midfielder
Ted Chronopoulos. Also named

to the first team was junior de
fender Frank Felix.
CSUSB also landed sopho
more goalkeeper Brian McCully
and senior forward Hector Uribe
on second team All-CCAA. Jun
ior defender Robert Pedace was
named to the Honorable Moition
list.

The women's balloting saw
so{A(HnOTe Jackie Powers selected
as the CCAA women's soccer
"PlayCT of the Year." Powers led
the CCAA in scOTing with40 points
(13 goals, 14 assists).
Also named to the first team
from Cal State's women's team
were Mmnda Tenace, who led the

Rolando Uribe

Jackie Powers

Men's soccer

Women's soccer

club with 16goals, and Lisa Dias.
Three Coyotes also made the
second team scroll. The trio in
cludes senior defender Tammy
Paltridge,
and
freshman
midfielders Pam Davenport and
Karl Shier. Freshman defender
Alicia Scott and senior midfild^
Valerie Rojas were given Honor
able Mentions.

Carlos Juarez
Men's soccer coach

Women's
soccer
ends best
season
The Cal State, San Bernar
dino, women's soccer team com
pleted its best-ev«; season last
week by winning two of its three
matches. Cal State dropped a 20 decision to CCAA co-cham
pion Cal Poly Pomona, closed
the year with a 5-2 win at
Ch^man University, and ended
the year with a 4-1 non-confwence victory over Division I
U.C. Irvine Sunday.
Jackie Powers and Mmnda
Tenace, San Bernardino's
sophomcne sensations, supplied
the scoring sock down the
stretch, as they have all season.
Against Chapman, Tenace
tallied her third "hat trick" of
the year, as well as adding an
assisL Tenace led the team in
goals sctxed with 16 during the
season. She also added four as
sists for a total 36 points.
Powers took the lead in to
tal points among CCAA play
ers, ending the year with 40.
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UpGoming...

Soccer Scores!

Talk with Santa

Scores from Monday's
soccer include Sigma Nu
beating TKE, 2-0. Sigma
Chi barely triumphed over
Delta Sig "A" 1-0 fol
lowed im with Delta Sig
"B'**s 5-2 victory over
Zodiac.

Santa Clans found time
for students in his sched
ule again this year. He will
be maidng personal phone
calls to their children dur
ing the week of Dec. 16.
mtch tlus^spot for more
information.

League Standings
SOCCER

WISL

MISL

Silver Bullets
Jerseys Special
Naughty By Nature
ACLP
TKB
Village People

Delta Sig "A"
Sigma Chi
Nu
IKE
Delta Sig "B"
Zodiac

Touchdown
On the football field,
Nov. 1, Jingle Phi beat
Sigma Chi 20-12. TKE
won a match with Team
Jer 34-13 and Delta Sig
"B" beat s^ma Nu Gold
31-6. Hie Fortvs beat the
Slammers lo-13 and
Down with OPP beat the
Warriors.

Nearly 200 students par
ticipated in the Timex/
Re^kFimess week, jog
ging, swimming, aerobics,
blood cholesterol screen
ing, skin fold testing and
gut-wrenching a mountain
bike ride.The following
students won prizes in ad
dition to the free bever
ages provided by Ocean
^ray: Sherry Colgan,
Carolina Ganancial, Jpsay
L i s c a n o , B i 11
Swanson, and Kofi
Winfrey, Tami Croft, Dave
Davenport,Alicia
Dclgado, Janiele Ford,
Tracy Gordon, Karen
James, Dean Mazza,
Saundra Pallas, Danielle
Palmieri,Paige Satter,Enc
Simmons andFrank Smith,
Kpp Penovich and Stacy
Radford!

FOOTBALL
RATTLESNAKE

%
H

BASKETBALL

Jingle Phi
Sigma Chi
Fortys
Slammers
Sigma Nu (Blacld

Not Past Our Prime
The Enenty
Goodfellas
Cardinals
Delta Sig "B"

SIDEWINDER

DIAMONDBACK

Paul's Team
Jeffs Team
Don't Ask Me
Delta Sig

4-0
3-0
2-1

1-3
1-3
0-4

DIAMONDBACK

SIDEWINDER

o

Down with OPP
Delta Sig "A"
Warriors
ROTC
Zodiac
Sigma Gamma Phi

td
w

,

Undesirables
IKE
Delta Sig "B"
Gamma Delta Iota
Sigma Nu (Gold)
Team Ten

Turkey Trot
•You can run, jog or walk
the 5 kilometer. Turkey
Trot course Nov. 20 and
21. Sign-ups will be taken
at the north door of the
Physical Education build
ing. The fastest male and
female "trotters," as well
as the most accurate pre
dicted times win a recre
ational sports T-shirt.

TMS BUD'S FOR YOU.
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QtassHfed
FOR RENT
$550 North Rialto townhouse 2 bed
rooms, 1 bath, central air, pool newly
remodeled. (714) 983-7842.
FOR SALE
3 R/r ddcets Ontario to Oakland
Thanksgiving week-end call Mary
X5107orai 880-3952.
Awesome-colored free kittens need
good homes. Call 882-0329 or 8805931 to get one.

AE^'s long distance savings plan can take you to this location.

Oak china cabinet for sale $350.
Bought new for $1000. Call 8820329.
78 Datsun pick-up truck with
camper
for sale. $800. runs well,
reliable. Call 882-0329.

^

^ AT&T has always helped college students call the places they want to call. In fact, one of our

JOBS
Improve your health and wealth
diroughherbs and vitamins. Call 8810141.

savings plans for oflF-campus students, the SelectSaver^'* Plan, lets you direct-dial the one out-of-state area code

FastEasyIncome! EarnlOO'sweekly
stuffing oivelopes. Send self-addressed stamped aivelope to: Past
bicomeP.O. Box 641517Chicago,111.
60664-1517.

you call most often. For just $1.90 a month, and 12 cents a minute, evenings, nights and weekends. 20 cents

Speedy Research-rqxirts $5.00 per
page. Over 50,000 topics. Materials
forresearchassistanceuseonly! Cus
tom research available. Visa/MC/
Amex (213-463-1257).

a minute, weekdays? • And now AT&T can take you to another place you've always wanted to go. Just

Fast Fundraiser $1000 in 1 week.
Greeks, clubs, ANYONE. No Invest
ment 714 375-6386 Ext. 50.

enter the AT&T "It Can Happen to Me" Sweepstakes. You could win a trip for you and a guest to any US. and any

BeaMidnightMagic Distributor. Earn
$50.00 to $5000.00 a month! Build
your own business selling lingoie from
our catalogs top quality items, best
selection and excellent prices, for

European rock concert. All you have to do is fill out the coupon below. • So let us help you choose the

sales packet send $35.00 to Midnight
Magic 13729 1/2 Foothill Blvd. Suite
#314. Sylmar CA. 91342. or call
(818) 362-4040.
#1 Fundraiser Nationwide Your fratemiQr, sororiQr, or other campus group
can earn between $500-1000 in less
dian7days. You pay absolutely noth
ing. CaU: 1-800-735-2077 Ext 3
SERVICES
Chinese Translation Pa-fect English
will translate & check reports, or any
document (714)598-0240FAX(714)
594-2727.
Thankyou to Dan Moselsy for
printing the pictures
-The Staff

BRING YOUR CLASSI
FIED ADS TO ROOM
#223 ON THE SECOND
FLOOR OF THE
CREATIVE ARTS
BUILDING.

savings plan thatls right for you. And then try your luck at our Sweepstakes. Both will be music to your ears.

To sign up for an AT&T savings plan for off-campus students, call
1800 654-0471, Ext. 7457. lb enter the AT&T "It Can Happen to Me"
Sweepstakes, fill out the coupon below.

AT&T

^lu^s cont.^ia U S, Aiaska Hawa^uerlo Rico and the U.S. Virg.n islands. Savings based on calls over 56 miles. Actual savings potential
depends on subscntier calling patterns. Processing fee ot $2.00 applies. Day rales apply from 8am to 5 pm.
(§) 1991 AT&T
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Enter the AT&T "It Can Happen lb Me" Sweepstakes.

I
I
I

To enter, complete this form and mail to;
AT&T "It Can Happen To Me" Sweepstakes,
Box 2501, Cedar Grove, NewJersey 0^09-2501

I Name (Please Print)
I College
I Address
City
Phone1

-

Year in school.
State.

I

.Zip.

Current Lwg Distance Company AT&T _ MCI _ SPRINT _ OTHER _
I Current Calling Card Company
AT&T_ MCI _ SPRINT— OTHER —
• On ampus Student • Off Campus Student
(7«7)

a^ans.
^paatos
open toaih«nia<r>g
iasmanis ol the U.S. WMeaAAMERICA.
years ol age or oWer. axcapl ampio,eas and Iher lamdias d ATW as I
subsalianes.
•heiwr promoaed.
andsubiaa to allagahcias.
taderal. stateand local laws.INC. and their program suppliers. This oHar is wid
adtomid anaatopa Wt ATAT -IT CAM MASMMTO
WIIIMMU>T.MX0«,90l^ar«ndCtoH,altoalle.bWe,Ttoli.MT10IMto.
m toS" I

All«itftesmusl)ete(Mi«ll)yI2/30/9l.Nopurctusenecessary.Voidwherepiohihdied.
You must b« 18 years of age (X older IDenter.
©1991ATST

1

Mac Knows

Don't Miss Your Opportunity To
Find Out What Mac Knows
Plan To Stop By The Mac Fest
and Enjoy The Food, Fun, Games,
and Giveaways.

Experience Mac's User
Friendliness.
• Preview Mac's New 1992
Models.
• See Mac Read and Write
MS-DOS.
Receive Special Coupons
For Current and Future
Mac Users.
• Enter and Win A $200
Gift Certificate For
Software From The
Coyote Bookstore
(Retail Value $400).

